OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Remove all packaging from umbrella, including inside the umbrella.
2. Place umbrella in ABOVE-GROUND base.
3A. Secure with latch in the down position.  
   Tighten Star-knob to center pole or 3B.
3B. Tighten Star-knob to center pole or 3C.
3C. Insert umbrella to Flush Mount Sleeve.  
   Then use hitch pin to lock umbrella.
4. Gently separate EACH RIB INDIVIDUALLY from center post, approx. 4-6”/10.2-15.2cm.  
   If rib does not move easily, DO NOT force.  
   Inspect product for additional packaging.
5. Gently slide main hub up center pole into open position.
6A. Secure parasol in open position using security pin.
6B. Secure marine rope in cam locking cleat on main hub, and hang excess rope coil on rope hook.
7. Close umbrella when not in use or during wind conditions that exceed manufacturer’s specifications.